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Abstract. Attention modules connecting encoder and decoders have
been widely applied in the field of object recognition, image captioning,
visual question answering and neural machine translation, and signifi-
cantly improves the performance. In this paper, we propose a bottom-
up gated hierarchical attention (GHA) mechanism for image captioning.
Our proposed model employs a CNN as the decoder which is able to
learn different concepts at different layers, and apparently, different con-
cepts correspond to different areas of an image. Therefore, we develop
the GHA in which low-level concepts are merged into high-level con-
cepts and simultaneously low-level attended features pass to the top to
make predictions. Our GHA significantly improves the performance of
the model that only applies one level attention, e.g., the CIDEr score
increases from 0.923 to 0.999, which is comparable to the state-of-the-
art models that employ attributes boosting and reinforcement learning
(RL). We also conduct extensive experiments to analyze the CNN de-
coder and our proposed GHA, and we find that deeper decoders cannot
obtain better performance, and when the convolutional decoder becomes
deeper the model is likely to collapse during training. Code is available:
https://github.com/qingzwang/GHA-ImageCaptioning.
Keywords: Hierarchical Attention · Image Captioning · Convolutional
Decoder.
1 Introduction
Image captioning aims to automatically generate sentences that are able to de-
scribe images. To achieve this goal, an image captioning model should contain at
least three parts: 1) a vision module, which extracts features from images, 2) a
language module, which is used to model the sentences, 3) a connection module,
which is applied to fuse the vision and language context information.
Recently, CNNs are the most popular vision module, such as VGG nets [33],
Google nets [35] and residual nets [14] (in this paper, we call them Image-
CNNs). It is believed that introducing more information benefits the perfor-
mance, and hence some models employ object detection or transfer image fea-
tures into attributes to obtain more details or semantic information of an im-
age [2,9,46,42,45,11]. However, applying object detection or attributes boosting
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methods requires more annotations, such as the bounding boxes of the objects
and their attributes, categories and actions, which is difficult to obtain. For the
language module, LSTMs dominate the field of sentence generation [39,43,36,19].
Almost all previous image captioning models employ LSTMs or their variants.
LSTMs apply gates and a memory cell to fuse the information of a sequence of
words. In contrast, treating the sequence of word embeddings as a matrix, CNNs
stack multiple convolution layers to merge words together [7] into higher-level
concepts (in this paper, we call these Word-CNNs). While it is difficult to im-
plement LSTMs in a parallel way, because there is a recurrent path during the
computation, Word-CNNs only stack several layers and each layer is computed
in parallel, increasing the speed. For example, to obtain the representation of 12
words, an LSTM needs 12 steps, while a Word-CNN with kernel size 3 only needs
6 layers. In terms of the connection module, a naive approach is to directly con-
catenate the image features and language context [25]. However different words
correspond to different areas of an image, which limits the accuracy of the naive
approach. The NIC model [39] first transfers the image features into another
space at the first LSTM step and it outperforms m-RNN model [25]. However,
[39,25] are not able to learn the correspondence between words and image areas.
To address this issue, [43] introduces an attention mechanism to the LSTM-
based captioning models, which is able to learn the relationship between words
and image areas, and the performance improves.
The connection module plays a crucial role in image captioning models and
the attention mechanism leads to both better performance and also better inter-
pretation. For example, when a captioning model generates the word “person”,
the model will pay more attention to the area of the person – moreover it can
also learn to find the appropriate image areas corresponding to the words that
do not refer to objects. Word-CNNs are able to merge words to form high-level
concepts, which mimics the tree structure of the sentence. Here we assume that
each concept should correspond to an area of an image (e.g., as noted by image-
text retrieval models [24,27]), and that multi-level attention is able to provide
more accurate and detailed information [10,15,26,28].
Inspired by [24,27], we propose a gated hierarchical attention mechanism
(GHA) for image captioning. The difference between our proposed GHA and
other popular attention mechanisms is that GHA allows multi-level interaction
between image encoder and language decoder, and the gating mechanism is
applied to select low-level attention features and pass them to the high-level
ones. Applying the proposed GHA, we obtain an increase of CIDEr score by
8.2% and SPICE by 8.6% on MSCOCO dataset, and obtain comparable results
to the state-of-the-art models. Another contribution of this paper is that we
conduct extensive experiments to analyze the proposed GHA and Word-CNNs.
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2 Related Work
2.1 Image Captioning with Attention Mechanisms
Much work has shown that attention is able to significantly improve the caption-
ing results [43,46,30]. In a captioning model, attention plays the role of connect-
ing the image encoder and language decoder. The attention module normally
takes the image feature map and context as input, and outputs a feature vec-
tor. In [43], an MLP is applied to learn the correspondence between words and
image areas. When generating the current word, the attention module first com-
putes an image representation by using the previous hidden state of the LSTM,
and then the image representation and current hidden state are used to make
predictions. After training, the attention module is able to show interpretable
results. However, this attention mechanism computes attention feature for each
word which is unreasonable because some words in the captions do not corre-
spond to any object in an image. For example, the words “a” and “of” do not
refer to any object, and therefore they are more likely to depend on the context
instead of the image. To solve this problem, [23] introduces a visual sentinel
to the attention module, which is a gate that decides whether the context or
the attention feature is used to predict the current word. Other attention vari-
ants apply semantic, attribute and object detection results to introduce more
information [46,2,30]. Generally, using more information results in better per-
formance. In [31], multiple convolutional maps are employed to improve video
captioning, which is similar to our GHA model. The decoder in [31] is an LSTM
and to compute the attention maps at each time step, the same LSTM hidden
state is applied. In contrast, our GHA model employs convolutional decoders,
and therefore different concept representations are applied to compute attention
maps, which reveals more about the relationships between concepts and image
regions.
Moreover, our GHA model is able to obtain more visual information and
hierarchically pass it from the bottom to the top level, while other models only
employ attention at one layer. Although some models use gates, such as [23],
the goals are different. The gates in our GHA filter out low-level information
that cannot benefit prediction of the current word. In contrast, in [23], the gates
decide whether the current word should depend on the image feature or the
previous words. Moreover, in [23], all channels share the same gate, whereas, in
our proposed GHA, a separate gate is used for each channel.
2.2 Word-CNNs for NLP
Word-CNNs have been widely applied in the field of NLP (e.g., text classifica-
tion [17,5], language modeling [7], and machine translation [12]) due to several
advantages: 1) convolution is faster than LSTMs, because convolution can be
easily computed in parallel; 2) CNNs imitate a tree structure of the sentence,
which is able to benefit solving NLP tasks.
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Fig. 1. An overview of our GHA. Here we show our captioning model with 2 causal
convolutional layers. The dash arrows represent calculating the visual attention fea-
tures using Eq. 2. The GHA can use different convolutional feature maps, which are
represented by different colors. The fusing block selects the relevant visual and concept
information to pass to the higher layer.
In [13], a language CNN is applied to improve the long-term memory of
LSTMs, however it also employs an LSTM to generate captions. [3,41] drop
LSTMs and only apply CNNs to generate captions, which shows faster training.
Although [3,41] both compute attention features at each convolutional layer,
they use simple attention mechanisms, which just concatenates or adds low-level
attended visual features to the high-level concept features. One disadvantage of
this simple approach is that when the model becomes deeper, the influence of
low-level features could vanish. Another disadvantage is that sometimes the pre-
dictions only depend on high-level features, and introducing low-level features
could result in unexpected predictions. In contrast, our GHA employs a gated
recurrent unit (GRU) to learn to memorize or forget low-level features. Our pro-
posed GHA first fuses the low-level concept features and the corresponding visual
attention features, and then uses joint representations to calculate gates which
decide which low-level concept and visual feature can pass to higher levels. By
applying the fuse-select procedure, our proposed model with GHA outperforms
other image captioning models that employ CNNs.
3 Gated Hierarchical Attention
In this section, we present our captioning model with gated-hierarchical attention
(GHA). There are four parts in our proposed GHA model: 1) image encoder,
2) visual attention, 3) causal convolutional decoder, and 4) fusing block. An
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overview of the proposed GHA model is shown in Figure 1. The image encoder
and word decoder drive the visual attention to extract relevant features from the
image feature maps. At each level, the fusing block plays the role of information
fusion and selection, which allows interactions between Image-CNNs and Word-
CNNs. There are gates between layer l−1 and layer l, which controls the bottom-
up flow of visual and language information. The gates depend on both low-level
visual and language features, and more details are in the following sections.
Image encoder. The goal of the image encoder is to obtain a feature repre-
sentation of an image. In this paper, we adopt an Image-CNN to extract visual
features, which is similar to other image captioning models [43,39,13,3]. The
main difference is that our GHA is able to use convolutional feature maps at
different levels, which is shown in Figure 1. Different convolutional feature maps
have different receptive fields, and a feature map at lower layer can “see” smaller
objects and more details of an image, while high-layer feature maps “see” parts
of large objects or even the entire object. Therefore, applying multiple feature
maps is able to benefit object recognition and word prediction [15]. The image
feature maps at different levels are projected to the same channel-dimension us-
ing a learnable linear transformation. Thus, an image is represented by a set of
feature maps v = {vlij |i = 1, . . . , w; j = 1, . . . , h; l = 0, . . . , L}, where vlij ∈ RDv
is the image feature vector at image position (i, j) for layer l.
Causal Word-CNNs. The goal of Word-CNNs is to merge words to obtain
a high-level representation of the sentence. Since we do not know the future
words during inference time, we employ causal convolution, which only consid-
ers the previous words. In this paper, the Word-CNNs stack multiple causal
convolutional layers (see Figure 1, which shows a decoder with kernel size 3).
The Word-CNN produces a set of concept representations at different levels,
c = {clt|t = 1, . . . , T ; l = 0, . . . , L}, where cli ∈ RDc is the concept vector for
level l and position i. L is the number of the convolutional layers in our decoder
CNN, and l = 0 is the word embedding layer. T is the length of a caption.
For the activation function, gated linear units (GLU) show more advantages
than ReLU in NLP [7], and other convolutional image captioning models also
employ GLU [3,41]. In a standard GLU, both the gates and linear activations
are computed using the hidden states of the previous layer of the decoder. For
our GHA, we use a variant of GLU where the previous decoder layer is used to
drive the linear unit and the fusing block is used to drive the gate,
cl1:T = (Wa ∗ cl−11:T )︸ ︷︷ ︸
linear unit
 sigmoid (Wb ∗ hl1:T )︸ ︷︷ ︸
gate
,
(1)
where cl1:T is the concepts at the l-th layer of the decoder, and h
l
1:T is the hidden
state of the fusing block (described later). ∗ denotes convolution,  is element-
wise multiplication, and {Wa,Wb} are trainable weights. The advantage of using
hl1:T instead of c
l−1
1:T for the gate is that the visual attention feature vˆ
l
t are able
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to decide which concept features can pass to higher levels, resulting in more
significant interaction between concepts and visual features.
Visual attention. The visual attention module aims to learn the correspon-
dence between concepts and image areas. In our GHA, the visual attention fea-
ture vˆlt at l-th level is composed of two parts
1: 1) the current level visual at-
tention feature v˜lt, 2) the previous level attention feature vˆ
l−1
t . The current-level
attention feature v˜lt is calculated using the concepts c
l
t at the same level:
sltij =
1√
Dc
(vlij)
TWclt, a
lt
ij =
es
lt
ij∑w
i=1
∑h
j=1 e
sltij
, v˜lt =
w∑
i=1
h∑
j=1
altij · vlij , (2)
where W ∈ RDv×Dc is a parameter matrix. Note that, similar to [37], we apply
a scaling factor 1√
Dc
to sltij since it might take large values.
The final visual attention feature vˆlt is computed as follows:
vˆlt = v˜
l
t + sigmoid
(
Wvh
l
t
) vˆl−1t , (3)
where hlt ∈ RDh is the hidden state of the fusing block, and Wv ∈ RDv×Dh are
the trainable parameters. By using gates, GHA is able to select lower-level visual
attention features (vˆl−1t ) and fuse them with current (higher) level features (v˜
l
t).
Fusing block. The motivation of our GHA is to generate different level visual
attention features for different concepts and pass low-level features to higher
levels. To achieve the goal, we use a GRU to fuse the low-level concepts and
the corresponding visual attention features. Concatenating the visual attention
features and concepts xlt = [vˆ
l−1
t , c
l−1
t ], the hidden state of the fusing block h
l
t is
computed as follows:
rlt = sigmoid
(
Wr[h
l−1
t , x
l
t]
)
, h˜lt = tanh
(
Wh˜ · [rlt  hl−1t , xlt]
)
,
zlt = sigmoid
(
Wz[h
l−1
t , x
l
t]
)
, hlt = (1− zlt) hl−1t + zlt  h˜l−1t ,
(4)
where the initial hidden state is h0t = 0. Note that we apply GRUs in a dif-
ferent way. Normally, GRUs are employed to modeling sequences, and thus the
recurrent path is along with the time axis. In contrast, in our fusing block the
recurrent path is along the hierarchical levels, from bottom to top.
Prediction and Loss Function. We employ a 3-layer MLP to predict the
next word at sentence position t. Dropout layers are also applied to mitigate
overfitting. At the t-th position, the prediction MLP takes vˆLt and c
L
t as input,
and outputs the probability distribution pt of the next word. The loss function
is the cross-entropy loss between pt and the ground-truth words in the sentence.
1 For the word embedding layer l = 0, only the first part is used.
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4 Experiments
4.1 Dataset and Preprocessing
In this paper, we conduct experiments on MSCOCO dataset [21], which contains
82,783 training and 40,504 validation images, where each image has at least 5
captions. We use the same train/validation/test split as [16] (denoted as “Karpa-
thy split”), which uses 5,000 images for validation, 5,000 images for testing and
the remaining images for training.
We drop the words that occur less than 6 times and obtain a vocabulary
with 9,489 words, including 3 special tokens: starting token <start>, ending
token <end> and unknown token <unk>. During training time, the images
are resized to 256×256 and then we randomly crop a patch with the size of
224×224. Data is augmented using random horizontal flipping. During testing
time, we resize all testing images to 224×224 and directly feed them into our
trained model with the starting token. For the model that we submit to the
testing server, we use our train+val split to train it.
4.2 Implementation Details
Baseline Model. To compare the effect of using GHA, we test baseline models
where GHA is removed, and only visual attention at the top level is used, similar
to [41]. The decoder in our baseline model has L = 6 convolutional layers, and
the kernel size of each convolutional layer is 3 (this baseline is denoted as “Base-
6-3”). Therefore each unit at the top layer can “see” 13 words, which is larger
than the average length (11.6) of the captions in MSCOCO. The image encoder is
Resnet101 without fully connected layers, therefore, w = h = 7 and Dv = 2048.
The prediction module has 3 fully connected layers, and each hidden layer has
4096 units with ELU activation function [4]. After each hidden layer we employ
a dropout [34] layer with the keep probability of 0.5. We use Dc = 300.
GHA Model. For the models with GHA, the number of hidden units of the
GRU is 512, and we apply the same feature map—the output of conv5 x in
Resnet101 to all levels. The same number of layers and kernel size is used for
the decoder, and our GHA model is denoted as “GHA-6-3”. For multi-scale
GHA (MS-GHA), we use 3 different feature maps computed by Resnet101:
the outputs of conv3 x, conv4 x and conv5 x, which have sizes of 28×28×512,
14×14×1024 and 7×7×2048. For easy implementation and reduce the compu-
tation complexity, we first transfer R512 and R1024 into R2048 and apply average
pooling with k = 2 to the 28×28 feature map. After this, the feature maps be-
come 14×14×2048, 14×14×2048 and 7×7×2048. Our MS-GHA models also
have L = 6 convolutional layers plus an word embedding layer. For the word
embedding layer and the first decoder level we use the conv3 x feature map to
compute the attention features. For the subsequent 3 decoder levels, the conv4 x
feature map are used for attention, and the last 2 decoder levels use the conv5 x
feature map. The models with GHA employ the same prediction module as the
baseline model.
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Table 1. Performance on MSCOCO Karpathy test split. ? denotes applying attributes
or semantics, † denotes using reinforcement learning and ‡ means ensembling multiple
trained models. B, M, R, C, S respectively represent BLEU [29], METEOR [8], ROUGE
[20], CIDEr [38] and SPICE [1] metrics.
Method B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 M R C S
LSTM
Hard-Att [43] 0.718 0.504 0.357 0.250 0.230 - - -
ATT-FCN?‡ [46] 0.709 0.537 0.402 0.304 0.243 - - -
SCN?‡ [11] 0.741 0.578 0.444 0.341 0.261 - 1.041 -
Adaptive‡ [23] 0.742 0.580 0.439 0.332 0.266 - 1.085 -
SCST:Att2in [32] - - - 0.313 0.260 0.543 1.013 -
SCST:Att2in† [32] - - - 0.333 0.263 0.553 1.114 -
MSM?‡ [45] 0.734 0.567 0.430 0.326 0.254 0.540 1.002 0.186
PG-BCMR† [22] 0.754 0.591 0.445 0.332 0.257 0.550 1.013 -
AG-CVAE [40] 0.732 0.559 0.417 0.311 0.245 0.528 1.001 0.179
CNN
CNN+RHN [13] 0.723 0.553 0.413 0.306 0.252 - 0.989 0.183
CNN+Att [3] 0.722 0.553 0.418 0.316 0.250 0.531 0.952 0.179
CNN+CNN [41] 0.685 0.511 0.369 0.267 0.234 0.510 0.844 -
Ours
Base-6-3 0.702 0.531 0.396 0.295 0.246 0.520 0.923 0.174
GHA-6-3 0.733 0.564 0.426 0.321 0.255 0.538 0.999 0.189
Training and Inference. We apply the Adam optimizer [18] to train all models
and use the pre-trained Resnet101 on the ImageNet dataset. The learning rate
is fixed during training to 1 × 10−5 for the Resnet101 parameters, and 3 ×
10−4 for the other parameters. We train all models for 50 epochs and report
the performance of the best model during training. During inference, we apply
beam search [3] with a beam width of 3. The maximum length of the generated
sentences is 20 for all models.
4.3 Results on Karpathy test split
To compare with other methods, we first categorize the methods into 2 cat-
egories: 1) LSTM-based methods, and 2) CNN-based methods. Our proposed
model is CNN-based. Results on the Karpathy test split are shown in Table 1.
Our GHA significantly improve the performance over the baseline model –
BLEU-1,2,3,4 (B-1, etc) scores increase by around 0.03 (relative improvement of
4.4%, 6.2%, 7.6%, and 8.8%), the CIDEr score increases from 0.923 to 0.999 (in-
crease of 8.2%), and the SPICE score increases by 0.015 (increase of 8.6%), which
are all significant improvements. Our GHA model outperforms other CNN-based
models (CNN+RHN, CNN+Att and CNN+CNN) on all metrics, which suggests
that the usefulness of our proposed GHA. Note that the goals of our convolu-
tional decoder and the language CNNs in [13] are different. In [13], language
CNNs are employed to make the LSTMs “see” more words, while our convo-
lutional decoder is used to mimic the hierarchical structures of sentences (and
therefore does not use LSTMs). Although CNN+Att and CNN+CNN apply at-
tention at each decoder level, their simple approach without gates cannot filter
out useless information, leading to worse performance.
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Table 2. Performance on MSCOCO test dataset. The performance of other methods
is from the latest version of their papers and the human performance is from the
leaderboard (http://mscoco.org/dataset/#captions-leaderboard). The metrics are
the same as Table 1. c5 denotes that one image has 5 reference captions and c40
represents one image corresponds to 40 reference captions. Note that the test dataset
contains 40,775 images which is different from the Karpathy test split (5,000 images).
Method
c5 c40
B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 M R C B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 M R C
Human 0.663 0.469 0.321 0.217 0.252 0.484 0.854 0.880 0.744 0.603 0.471 0.335 0.626 0.910
ATT-FCN [46] 0.731 0.565 0.424 0.316 0.250 0.535 0.943 0.900 0.815 0.709 0.599 0.335 0.682 0.958
Review Net [44] - - - - - - - - - - 0.597 0.347 0.686 0.969
MSM [45] 0.787 0.627 0.476 0.356 0.270 0.564 1.16 0.937 0.867 0.765 0.652 0.354 0.705 1.18
SCN [11] 0.740 0.575 0.436 0.331 0.257 0.543 1.003 0.917 0.839 0.739 0.631 0.348 0.696 1.013
SCST:Att2in [32] - - - 0.344 0.268 0.559 1.112 - - - - - - -
CNN+Att [3] 0.715 0.545 0.408 0.304 0.246 0.525 0.910 0.896 0.805 0.694 0.582 0.333 0.673 0.914
GHA-6-3 (ours) 0.729 0.560 0.419 0.313 0.252 0.533 0.954 0.937 0.818 0.708 0.598 0.341 0.683 0.963
Compared with Hard-Att [43], which applies an MLP to compute the at-
tention weights, our baseline model obtains better results except for the B-1
score. By introducing our proposed GHA, the model obtains comparable perfor-
mance on all metrics with LSTM-based models MSM [45] and AG-CVAE [40],
which employ attributes or semantics. Note that applying attributes or seman-
tics requires an extra branch to first predict the attributes or semantics, and the
generated captions are highly related to the predicted semantics. If the seman-
tics are incorrect or noisy, the captions could contain errors. SPICE correlates
well with human judgements [6], and our GHA obtains higher SPICE than other
methods.
Our GHA performs a little worse than SCST [32] and PG-BCMR [22], which
use reinforcement learning (RL) to directly maximize the evaluation metrics.
The GHA scores are lower by 0.01-0.02 than the models that apply RL. How-
ever, note that most of this improvement is from the RL method, because it
is employed to fine-tune a model trained with cross-entropy loss. RL is able to
suppress the words that cannot improve the evaluation metrics, and encourage
the words that increase the metric scores, thus yielding better performance on
these metrics. However, applying RL requires sampling during training, which
is time-consuming.
4.4 Results on online test set
Table 2 shows the comparison of the captioning methods on the online test
dataset. Looking at CIDEr scores, our GHA model outperforms CNN+Att [3]
and ATT-FCN [46], but obtain lower scores than MSM [45], SCN [11] and
SCST:Att2in [32]. The results are mostly consistent with the Karpathy test split,
although the CNN-based models perform slightly worse on the testing server.
This is possibly due to overfitting since the CNN-based models have more train-
able parameters compared to LSTM-based methods. For example, CNN+Att [3]
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1. a young boy swinging a baseball bat at a baseball
2. a young boy holding a baseball bat on a field
3. a young boy holding a baseball bat on a field
4. a boy in a baseball uniform holding a bat
5. a boy holding a baseball bat on a field
------------------------------------------------------
6. a young boy holding a baseball bat on a field 
7. a young boy holding a baseball bat on a field
8. a young boy holding a baseball bat on a field
9. a young boy in a baseball uniform holding a bat
10.a little boy holding a baseball bat on a field
------------------------------------------------------
11.A boy in a green and yellow jersey holding a baseball   
   bat.
12.a close up of a baseball player holding a bat
13.A young boy ready to bat in a little league uniform.
14.A boy in a helmet and uniform holding a bat.
15.a boy holding a baseball bat next to fence and wearing  
   a baseball helmet.
1. a kitchen filled with pots and pans and appliances
2. a kitchen filled with lots of clutter and clutter
3. a kitchen with a stove top oven next to a sink
4. a kitchen with a stove and pots on the counter
5. a bunch of pots are stacked up in a room
------------------------------------------------------
6. a kitchen with a lot of pots and pans
7. a room filled with lots of cooking utensils
8. a cluttered kitchen counter with many pots and pans
9. a kitchen with a bunch of cooking supplies and utensils
10.a kitchen with a lot of appliances and appliances
------------------------------------------------------
11.A concrete wall that has various types of tools hanging 
   from it.
12.A room filled with lots of tools and other things.
13.a work bench and many tools hanging on a rack
14.A tool bench has a large assortment of tools above it. 
15.A tool area with variety of tools hanging on nails on a 
   board on a wall, with a table below with canisters,     
   newspaper, and a box with small clear front drawers.
1. a wine glass and wine glass on a table
2. wine glasses and wine glasses are on a table
3. glasses of wine are set up on a table
4. three glasses of wine on a table with wine glasses
5. a group of wine glasses on a table
------------------------------------------------------
6. three wine glasses are sitting on a table 
7. three glasses of red wine on a table
8. four wine glasses are sitting on a table
9. three glasses of red wine on a table
10.three glasses of wine sitting on a table
------------------------------------------------------
11.Three glasses of wine sitting on a wooden table.
12.Three glasses of wine on a wine tasting mat on a table.
13.Three wines sit on a wine tasting information card.
14.there are three glasses of wine for tasting
15.at a wine tasting they are given three different ones   
   to try
1. a group of people sitting around a table eating food
2. a group of people sitting around a table
3. a group of people sitting at a table
4. a group of people sitting around a table eating
5. a group of people sitting around a wooden table
------------------------------------------------------
6. a group of people sitting on a couch
7. a group of people sitting on a bench
8. a couple of men sitting on a wooden bench
9. three people sitting at a table with plates and cups
10.a group of people sitting around a table------------------------------------------------------
11.Man and two boys sitting in a corner booth of a         
   restaurant.
12.The people sit at a restaurant with food and drinks.
13.Two boys and a man sit at a restaurant table
14.A father and two sons sitting down at a table eating a  
   meal.
15.A man sits with two young boys at a table in a           restaurant.
Fig. 2. Examples of the generated captions by our GHA model and base model. The
baseline models are: (1) Base-6-3, (2) Base-6-5, (3) Base-6-7, (4) Base-10-3, and (5)
Base-6B-3. The GHA models are: (6) GHA-6-3, (7) GHA-6-5, (8) GHA-6-7, (9) GHA-
10-3, and (10) GHA-6B-3. The human (ground-truth) annotations are: (11)-(15).
has 20M parameters, while DeepVS [16] only has 13M parameters. Therefore to
some extent, CNN-based models are more likely to overfit the dataset.
The BLEU, METEOR, ROUGE, and CIDEr (BMRC) metrics often do not
correlate to human judgments, because they just consider the words or n-grams
in the reference captions [6]. Under these metrics, the human captions actually
have worse performance than most models. However, looking at the generated
captions reveals that most models just memorize the common words and phrases
to describe images, and thus some similar images will have the same caption. In
contrast, human annotations tend to have varying captions, since the background
knowledge of each person varies, leading to lower BMRC metrics. SPICE [1] has
been shown to be better correlated with human judgement [6]. Unfortunately,
the SPICE metric is currently not available from the online test server.
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Fig. 3. CIDEr performance during training. Left: baseline models (without the pro-
posed GHA). Middle: models with GHA. Right: models with multi-scale GHA.
Table 3. Model variants used in the ablation study. “M-l-k” represents a captioning
model M, where l represents the number of convolutional layers of the decoder and k is
the kernel size of each layer. B represents a model that applies bottleneck connections.
“Base” represents a model without GHA, which only computes visual attention features
at the top layer. GHA means using our proposed GHA and MS-GHA denotes multi-
scale GHA, which applies different convolutional feature maps of the image encoder.
In the table, [k,Dc] represents the structure of the filter in the decoder, where Dc is
the dimension of the concept space.
Base-6-3 Base-6-5 Base-6-7 Base-10-3 Base-6B-3 GHA-6-3 GHA-6-5
[3, 300]×6 [5, 300]×6 [7, 300]×6 [3, 300]×10
 1, 3003, 300
1, 300
×6 [3, 300]×6 [5, 300]×6
GHA-6-7 GHA-10-3 GHA-6B-3 MS-GHA-6-3 MS-GHA-6-5 MS-GHA-6-7 -
[7, 300]×6 [3, 300]×10
 1, 3003, 300
1, 300
×6 [3, 300]×6 [5, 300]×6 [7, 300]×6 -
4.5 Ablation Study and Analysis
To explore the impact of the depth and kernel size on our proposed models,
we run an ablation study using model variants with different layers and kernel
sizes, as listed in Table 3. For the model with 6 bottlenecks, which has an 18-
layer decoder with 6 shortcut connections, we only use kernel size 3, because the
best performances of the GHA and baseline models are obtained by using kernel
size 3. The performance of all models is shown in Table 4.
Effectiveness of GHA. The models employing our GHA performs much bet-
ter than the baseline models that do not use GHA. Applying GHA increases
the BLEU scores by around 0.03 (a relative improvement of 4.4%, 6.2%, 7.6%,
and 8.8%), and the CIDEr score by more than 0.07 (increase of 8.2%), and the
SPICE score by 0.015 (increase of 8.6%), which are all significant improvements.
However, the MS-GHA models performs worse than single-scale GHA models.
One possible reason is that our image encoder is Resnet101, which contains
shortcut connections that allow the top convolutional feature map to be fused
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Fig. 4. Visualizing the attention weights and gate states of our GHA. The attention
weights are visualized as a heat map on the image. The bar charts show the percentage
of visual and concept gates that are “on”, allowing lower-level information through.
The bottom text are the input words and the top text are the predicted words.
with the low-level features. Therefore, the shortcut connections in residual nets
work in the same manner to our MS-GHA model. Thus, it is unnecessary to em-
ploy multi-scale attention. Another possible reason is that MS-GHA introduces
low-level visual features, such as edges and corners, which do not contain any se-
mantic information. Table 5 shows the results of applying different feature maps
of Resnet101. Applying low-level features could result in worse performance. In
particular using conv3 x, the BMRC scores decrease drastically.
Some examples of generated captions are shown in Figure 2. For the simple
scenario with a few objects, all the models are able to recognize the objects, their
relationships and the actions. However, if there are many different objects in an
image, the models sometimes provide incorrect descriptions. Moreover, object
counting can be difficult for the models. Introducing more visual information
could benefit counting objects. For example, the models with GHA are able to
recognize “three glasses” and “three people”, while the baseline models without
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Table 4. Performance of models with different kernel sizes and number of layers on
Karpathy test split. The metrics are the same as Table 1.
Method B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 M R C S
baseline
Base-6-3 0.702 0.531 0.396 0.295 0.246 0.520 0.923 0.174
Base-6-5 0.703 0.532 0.395 0.294 0.243 0.518 0.914 0.172
Base-6-7 0.708 0.536 0.397 0.293 0.241 0.518 0.913 0.172
Base-10-3 0.703 0.534 0.397 0.296 0.241 0.517 0.908 0.171
Base-6B-3 0.701 0.530 0.392 0.288 0.239 0.515 0.894 0.172
GHA
GHA-6-3 0.733 0.564 0.426 0.321 0.255 0.538 0.999 0.189
GHA-6-5 0.732 0.561 0.422 0.316 0.254 0.534 0.992 0.189
GHA-6-7 0.726 0.559 0.421 0.318 0.255 0.535 0.996 0.185
GHA-10-3 0.720 0.550 0.412 0.308 0.252 0.530 0.968 0.184
GHA-6B-3 0.725 0.559 0.423 0.320 0.255 0.535 0.991 0.185
MS-GHA
MS-GHA-6-3 0.717 0.549 0.413 0.310 0.252 0.529 0.974 0.185
MS-GHA-6-5 0.724 0.552 0.412 0.309 0.250 0.529 0.965 0.182
MS-GHA-6-7 0.718 0.547 0.407 0.303 0.250 0.527 0.955 0.186
Table 5. The performance of GHA with different feature maps of Resnet101 on Karpa-
thy test split.
Method Convolutional map B1 B2 B3 B4 M R C
GHA-6-3
conv3 x 0.600 0.416 0.291 0.208 0.191 0.446 0.597
conv4 x 0.709 0.537 0.399 0.298 0.245 0.512 0.921
conv5 x 0.733 0.564 0.426 0.321 0.255 0.538 0.999
GHA are likely to ignore the numbers, even though the training data provide
the numbers in the captions.
Is deeper better? In many cases, in particular object recognition, deeper
neural networks perform better than shallow ones. Our experiments show that
for image captioning, deeper convolutional decoders are not necessary. When
the decoder becomes deeper, the performance becomes slightly worse. The goal
of stacking more convolutional layers in the decoder is to increase the receptive
field to “see” more words, however the average length of captions in MSCOCO is
11.6 words and our 6-layer decoder with kernel size 3 is able to “see” 13 words,
which is enough to model the captions. Interestingly, if we fix the number of
layers and increase the kernel size (e.g., Base-6-3 to Base-6-5 to Base-6-7), the
performance marginally decreases (CIDEr drops from 0.923 to 0.914 and 0.913).
Another drawback of deeper decoders is that they are not stable during
training. We found that the models with deeper decoders could collapse during
training. In some epochs, the model predictions are all the same even though
the input images are different, causing the CIDEr score to drop drastically (e.g.,
Figure 3). The models that employ MS-GHA have the same problem, but fi-
nally they will stabilize and generate satisfying captions. One possible reason
for this problem is that it is difficult to train deeper models. Moreover, deeper
convolutional decoders require more training and testing time.
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Attention and Gate Visualization. We visualize the attention maps and
gates at each decoder layer (see Figure 4). To visualize the 7× 7 attention map,
we first upsample it to 224× 224, and then overlay it on the original image. We
also show the percentage of the visual and concept gates that are “on”, allowing
information to flow from lower levels to higher levels (see the bar charts in Figure
4). The gate values range from 0 (completely off) to 1 (completely on). The gate
is considered on if its value is above 0.65 and 0.25 for the visual and concept
gates, respectively. Note that there are 2,048 visual gates and 300 concept gates
at each decoder level (one for each channel) and some gates could be on while
others could be off at the same time.
From the attention maps, we can find that higher decoder levels are more
likely to “see” the entire image and more gates are on at higher decoder levels.
The gates are able to filter out the visual information when the model pays
attention to the non-object areas, such as corners of an image. E.g., in Figure
4 (left), the first, fourth and sixth attention maps at layer 0 pay attention to
the non-object areas, and the corresponding visual gates are off to filter out the
information. Interestingly, if the attention weights are flat, the visual gates are
likely to be on – thus the global representation of an image is able to benefit
word prediction. For the correct object areas, some visual gates are on, which
is reasonable. In Figure 4 (left), the second and fifth attention maps at layer
4 pay attention to the person and the bike in the image, respectively, and the
visual gates turn on, resulting in predicting the words “man” and “bike”. This
also occurs Figure 4 (right) – in the fifth and seventh attention maps, dog and
banana are attended when some visual gates are on.
Looking at the trends of the bar charts, our GHA exhibits a similar behavior
as [23]: if more visual gates are off, then more concept gates will be on, in
particular at lower decoder layers. Moreover, to predict a word that corresponds
to an object in the image, such as “man” and “bike”, more visual gates are
open. In contrast, to predict the words “a”, “through” and the ending token
“<end>”, more concept gates are on, which indicates that those words are more
likely to depend on context instead of image features. Note that [23] switches
between concept and visual features only at the highest feature-level, whereas
our GHA performs the switching hierarchically, throughout the bottom-up flow
of information.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented gated hierarchal attention (GHA), which signifi-
cantly improves the performance of the convolutional captioning models. Apply-
ing GHA, we obtained comparable performance with the state-of-the-art mod-
els, such as reinforcement learning methods, attributes boosting models, and
LSTMs. We also analyzed the impact of hyper-parameters, such as depth and
kernel size, and our experiments suggest that it is not necessary to use a deeper
convolutional decoder.
Although we have conducted extensive experiments to show the abilities of
GHA and convolutional decoders for image captioning, some issues should be
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solved in the future. One is that current attention mechanisms have limited
ability to reveal the relationship between objects, therefore the image captioning
models could generate strange descriptions. Hence, one direction of the future
work could be learning better relationship representations to improve the quality
of the generated captions. Another issue is that current captioning models could
generate the same description for different images by using common words, which
lacks distinctiveness. Therefore, another direction of the future work could be
generating distinctive descriptions.
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